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Auction

Auction Location: ON-SITE AUCTIONThis tightly held coastal haven, spanning an impressive 3.36 acres, offers a rare

opportunity to immerse yourself in the epitome of relaxation and serenity with panoramic ocean views. In a market where

such properties are few and far between, this is an opportunity not to be missed.To truly grasp the sheer magnificence of

this coastal gem, one need only cast their gaze across the sweeping coastline where ocean meets the horizon. Witness

breathtaking sunrises in a seamless fusion of sky and sea, providing a serene backdrop from the comfort of your own slice

of paradise.This large family home features four bedrooms all with built in robes, two bathrooms and open plan living. The

high ceilings with exposed timber rafters create an atmosphere of spaciousness and charm, perfect for both relaxation

and entertaining.Separate studio is perfect for extended family or guests to visit, providing privacy and flexibility.

Featuring 1bedroom, 1bathroom, living room, dining area and fully equipped kitchenette.Imagine spending lazy

afternoons lounging by the poolside, soaking up the warm sunshine as you take in the panoramic vistas that stretch before

you. Whether you're enjoying a refreshing swim or unwinding in the soothing spa, every moment spent in this idyllic

setting is sure to leave you feeling relaxed and refreshed.Predominantly flat and well-maintained grounds, this property

offers ample space for a variety of outdoor activities and hobbies. From gardening to poolside lounging, from DIY projects

in your very own workshop to outdoor gatherings, this property offers a wealth of opportunities to create cherished

memories and live life to the fullest.THE FINER DETAILSLand Size: 3.36 AcresGarage: 7.9m x 9.8mShed/ Workshop: 8.3m

x 9.0mWHERE TO FROM HERE:- 6 Min drive to the newly renovated Plaza supermarket, cafe and takeaway- 6 Min drive

to popular Seagulls Club- 11 Min drive to Tweed City Shopping- 12 Min drive to the Gold Coast International Airport- 12

Min drive to local pristine beaches- 13 Min drive to the Tweed Heads HospitalCome, experience the rarity of this coastal

gem for yourself and discover the true meaning of luxury living.Contact Owen or David today to arrange a viewing and

start living the coastal lifestyle of your dreams!


